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CALO . CONTAINER HOUSE .                              

Modern, all-year-round house with an area 
up to 45 m2 . 

The house equipped with innovative, 
certified technological solutions that 
guarantee durability for decades and has 
influence on the finishing materials 
selection. Container house includes the 
most modern renewable energy systems 
and heating technology and it has a huge 
impact on the optimization of reducing the 
electricity and water consumption costs.

For interested Entrepreneurs, this option 
allows you to make an investment with an 
optimized cost of execution in relation to 
standard real estate.

Live anywhere you want… 



FRONT VIEW
CONTAINER HOUSE INSPIRATION

FRONT VIEW
DIFFERENT  WINDOW DESIGN

CONTAINER HOUSE
STANDARD

- 40'HC container + 20´HC container
- painting the container (anti-corrosion protection, painting with a surface paint,  colors from the RAL palette)
- substructure (frame) for finishing panels
- wall and ceiling insulation 
- floor insulation panel with floor finish (vinyl, wood, tiles)
- board on the floor
- construction of partition walls
- windows, external doors, internal door
- wall finish
- tiling the bathroom walls (standard white tiles)
- basic water and sewage installation (included wc, geberit system, washbasin, shower
- electrical installation (up to 43
-  points)



BATHROOM
INTERIOR INSPIRATION

STAIRS
INSPIRATION

CONTAINER INTERIOR
TURNKEY OPTIONS  (individual project)

- stairs;
- glass balustrade;
- indoor furniture (kitchen, bathrooms, bedroom);
- lighting, doors and other accessories design;
- household appliances,
- cooperation with Interior Designer
- Soffio heating wall system 
- Air condition 
- individual elevation



PHOTOVOLTAICS
DIFFERENT MONTAGE VARIANTS

EXTRA OPTIONS
EQUIP YOUR HOUSE WITH ECO SYSTEMS  &  NEW TECHNOLOGY

TERRACE
DIFFERENT OPTIONS

HEAT PUMP + BIO TREATMENT PLANT
OPTIONS

ELEVATION
OPTIONS

SAUNA / JACUZZI / POOL
OPTIONS

MONITORING SYSTEM / ALARM
OPTIONS



CALO . CONTAINER HOUSE . PRICE LIST*                              

CONTAINER HOUSE
STANDARD                                                            

from  44 700 €        net price

CONTAINER HOUSE
TURNKEY OPTION

from  68 500 €        net price

EXTRA OPTIONS
PHOTOVOLTAICS 5kW set + 5.12kWh energy storage                                                        

from  10 000 €        net price

EXTRA OPTIONS
PHOTOVOLTAICS WITH ELECTRIC CAR CHARGER EV 
22V; 3,6kW set + 7.2kWh  + energy storage                                               

from  13 600 €        net price

EXTRA OPTIONS
TERRACE/ MONITORING/ HEAT PUMP/JACUZZI                                                    
price depend on individual project

*The presented price offer is informative and doesn’'t constitute a commercial offer within the meaning of Article 66 paragraph 1 of the Civil Code.


